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Boston, MA – Mitt Romney was never anyone’s favourite to run for President. He was
rejected back in 2008 for a respected but inconsistent candidate and then in 2012 he
faced extremely stiff competition from people who really should not have been on the
national stage at all. It was clear this year in particular that people had a problem with
Romney.
Whether it was his wealth or his private nature or his
religion, it seemed there was always something that
people had an issue with. Despite that, and with much
hand-wringing, eventually the Republican voters
reluctantly gave Romney his shot at President and he
fulfilled the least of their expectations.
Romney did have a shot, briefly to be sure, after that
first debate but by the time people actually went to the
polls, and by the time the votes were counted, it was clear that any hope of winning
had really been more of a fantasy. Now, in the post-mortem, we have a better idea of
what really went wrong and as it turns it Romney apparently never even wanted to be
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President in the first place, which would explain a lot, though not his decision to
actually run.
“He wanted to be president less than anyone I've met in my life. He had no desire to
run,” said son Tagg Romney. “If he could have found someone else to take his place...
he would have been ecstatic to step aside. He is a very private person who loves his
family deeply and wants to be with them. He loves his country, but he doesn't love
the attention.”
Given that desire for privacy, it’s not clear why the
elder Romney would have run for the most famous job
in the world.
President Obama, it’s believed, really did want to be
President and now he is again.
“Obviously passion has to be a part of the run for any
political office but especially the leader of a nation, especially the United States which
has such a robust political system. It clearly takes a hearty soul to go through that
kind of thing,” said Scrape TV Political analyst Gabriel Kinsey. “He clearly had the
stamina to make it through the race which is good and necessary but he did not have
the love for the job or apparently the desire to do it or when or anything which makes
one question why he bothered and why he wasted all of that money given by other
people.”
The Romney campaign reportedly spent over a billion dollars and PAC’s spent even
more, wastefully it seems.
“It’s hard to understand, give this utter lack of passion
for getting and doing the job, why he would even
bother to be honest. I mean it’s not like working in a
factory, say, where you can be dispassionate and still
get through your day and do a fine job. You don’t have
to care about a job like that but you do kind of need to
care about being leader of the free world,” continued
Kinsey. “I mean that would certainly explain, well,
everything really. The whole campaign comes into
clarity with that and it shows that the American people
made the right decision. Clearly Romney did not
because he could have stepped aside and let someone
who actually wanted the job to run but I guess when
you’re Mitt Romney caring about what’s good for
others, well that’s a tough thing.”
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Romney didn’t even care enough to comment on his
son’s comments.
Edward Bastil, Political Correspondent
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